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Engineering has lagged far behind other business domains in the ability to apply analytics methods to data like CAD.

For engineering, shape = function, making shape 

highly useful for search and classification … 

… but what 

about shape?

… but shape is also highly correlated with cost, 

price, process and performance, making it a powerful 

dimension for analyzing engineering data.    
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Road Map

What’s lacking is an automated ability to 

score the degree of similarity across an 

entire CAD database to find and prioritize 

• opportunities for consolidation and 

standardization, 

• and discover unwarranted variances in 

cost or performance.   
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Introducing CADSEEK Analytics 

CADseek Analytics is a fully automated evaluation of the geometric similarity within an entire CAD database, or 

across two CAD databases, enabling numerous use cases...     
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Consolidation and Standardization

How many of 

these parts are 

functionally 

duplicate!?
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Acquisitions & Mergers

How much   

overlap is there  

between our data 

and theirs?  
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Cost or Performance Variances

Why is the cost  

so different when 

manufacturing and 

material is the

same?  
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Return on Investment

Consolidation / Standardization

A study by the Parts Standardization and 

Management Committee of the Dept. of Defense 

calculated a five year inventory carrying cost for 

an average part of $3,750.  

Vendor Price Discrepancy

Shape-based classification makes it easy to group 

and align similarly-shape parts with their cost 

information to spot price variances.  

Scenario 1 Scenario 2

50,000          1,000,000         Size of Dataset

x 10% 15% Redundancy Rate

x 2,500             75,000               # of Parts Reduced (1/2)

x $3,750 $3,570 5 Year Inventory Carrying Cost

$9,375,000 $267,750,000 Total Savings

Supplier A Supplier B

6,000             8,500                 Number of Parts Purchased

x 70.71             75.96                 Price per Unit

x $44,625 Amount over paying per year

x 5 Part Life

$223,125 Amount saved

x 100                     Number of Similar Situations

x $22,312,500 Total Potential Savings

“We discovered we were buying two identical 

parts, from the same supplier under different part 

numbers, and at different prices.  The discovery 

saved us thousands of 

dollars.”

“According to our research, as many as 30% to 

40% of manufacturers’ parts are duplicates or 

have acceptable substitutes.”  

The potential ROI for analytics for uses cases is significant.
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Reports

Dataset Overview Paired-Models in HTML 

format

Grouped-Models in HTML 

format

Tab-delimited export

Each CADSEEK Analytics report can be viewed in four formats.  
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1. Dataset Overview Report

The Dataset Overview reports graphs the 

similarity condition of a dataset showing the 

overall condition of similarity.   
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2. Grouped-Models Format

For model advjq_040_30_p_a, 

show me all models with similarity of 80 % or greater 

The groups report shows each model in the database as a search 

target in the left column, and all models matching the similarity 

threshold and attribute filters in the right column.  It is especially 

useful for locating pools of similarity where a standardization

strategy may be viable.  
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3. Paired-Models Format

The Paired-Models format is especially useful for 

finding identical or functionally duplicate models 

where consolidation may be viable. 
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Interactive

Both the Paired-Models and Grouped-Models reports are interactive and hyperlinked.  

Clicking on a model allows inspection with model 

rotation, viewing of meta-data, and geometry 

search, allowing an analyst to drill through data 

without having to generate a new report.  
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4. Tab-Delimited Export for Detecting Variances 

Either the Paired-Models or Grouped-Models reports can be exported in a delimited format so the data can be 

analyzed to detect unexpected variances in cost or performance.    

In the example below, the first line is the ‘target’, which all the 

other lines are compared to.  
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Meta-Data Report
In addition to the Analytics reports, the Analytics package also includes a meta-data slicer, which is extremely useful for data-migration, 

attribute repair and data-cleansing projects.  

The meta-data viewer shows that the field ‘Fitting Type’ has three attribute values in 

use:  Fitting; fitting L; and fitting T.  

Clicking on any of the three values slices the report to show only models with that 

attribute value without regard to shape.  

In the resulting view (above), any Attribute errors are often obvious by visual 

scanning, which allows the 6th item, an L-shaped fitting, to be clearly spotted as 

having the erroneous value of fitting-t.  
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Technology
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A New Approach … 

CADseek captures the entire rich geometry of each model using pattern 

recognition to create a numerical signature for each model or assembly 

at the resolution of CAD.  
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In simplistic terms, the more similar the geometry of models, the closer in value their 

shape-signatures will be, allowing precise and meaningful calculations of the degree of 

similarity… instantly.  

95.72%

CADseek was developed with funding assistance from the 

National Science Foundation. 
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If an analytics report is cluttered with false positive errors, then an analyst’s time will be wasted evaluating 

parts which aren’t actually similar, or investigating variances which have a logical basis. 

Accuracy
Shape-based analytics requires a high degree of accuracy.

Omission errors are also expensive because they are invisible to the analyst resulting in opportunity cost.
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A customer tested CADseek using the example below; starting with a cube (#5), and then changing the size, shape, format 

and level of tessellation for the derivatives shown.  The CADseek search results shown below were achieved without 

clutter in a large dataset even though the 6th item only shares a prominent feature with the search target.   

Target: Test-Cube10.stl Test-Cube10_002.stl

Score: 99.1%  

Size: 100%

Test-Cube99.CATPart

Score: 98.9%  

Size: 100%

Test-Cube 10.CATPart

Score: 29.2%  

Size: 103%

Test-Cube10.CATPart

Score: 98.9%  

Size: 1.00%

Test-CubeShell10.CATPart

Score: 12.1%  

Size: 91%

The results shown above were produced as part of a customer evaluation that occurred in a dataset of 40,000 models. 

Item 1 was the search target and the 5 search results were matched without intervening clutter.    
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Performance

Speed Creating an Analytics report in a 100,000 model dataset requires 9.99B comparisons. On a consumer-grade multi-core i7 

processor a report would take just a few hours to produce.  High performance hardware can dramatically reduce the time.  

Speed vs.  

Humans

Imagine a functional duplication study in a 100,000 model dataset.  Assuming that filenames, parametric data or other means 

could reduce the 9.99B comparisons to just 5% of models, and those remaining 499,995,000 comparisons took, on average, 

two minutes to complete by humans.  Then…, the effort just to find opportunities for efficiencies would require 1,929 human 

years to provide the information CADSEEK Analytics would produce in a single afternoon.    

That’s quite 

a bit faster!

And not only would CADSEEK

Analytics be faster at generating the 

road map of priorities for analysis, but 

it would have the advantage of 

providing consistency that a team of  

humans cannot.  
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Report Generation
The generation of an Analytics report is configured from a 

single panel of controls in three simple steps. 
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Report Generation – Step 1
Selection of a dataset(s). 

Analytics can either compare each file to every other file within the same dataset, or can compare each model of a target dataset to 

every model in a different datasets.  Cross dataset analysis is a very useful tool in situations of acquisition or merger.  

Target Dataset

(left column of reports)

Comparison Dataset

(right column of reports)
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Report Generation – Step 2
Select filtering for model name and meta-data.  

Target Dataset Comparison Dataset

Material

Cost

SS308 Material SS308

Is Less Than 50.00 Cost Is Greater Than 55.00

An unlimited number of meta-data filters can be set independently for the Target and Comparison datasets, using a variety of 

Boolean operators.  
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Report Generation – Step 3
Input similarity value cutoff.  The Analytics Report will only include models that meet the similarity threshold 

(and any attribute filters set in step 2), i.e., 

Report all models with similarity of 85% or greater, and with material type SS308.  
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Reports
Each report is automatically saved in the Analytics login page for future viewing.  
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A Suite of Solutions

Supply Chain

Intelligent Part Codes

Manufacturing Distribution & 

Service Parts

Design Engineering 

Management & I/T

Sales

CADSEEK Analytics is part of an integrated suite of applications, with use cases spanning the enterprise.
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“Effective shape-based search 

must tackle two primary jobs:  

identifying topology similarities 

and displaying results in a 

comprehensible fashion.  

CADSEEK accomplishes

both with ease 

and simplicity.”

“CADSEEK has the functionality 

necessary to help our company 

reduce costs through several 

paths.  iSEEK’s technical 

expertise have been well 

proven in our evaluations.”

Rick Mihelic, 

Peterbilt Motors Company

“CADSEEK saves time, 

improves consistency and most 

importantly, is exceptionally 

easy to use.”

George Taylor,

General Manager, Kenworth

“We attained several times the 

return on our investment within 

seven months of deploying 

CADSEEK.”

“CADSEEK Polaris was the 

hands down winner.  

We found iSEEK to exceed all 

expectations.”

Brian Rugh,

Deere & Company    

“We are extremely pleased with 

how CADSEEK Analytics is 

working for us.  We have been 

impressed with the functionality 

and use.”
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Thank you for your interest in CADSEEK Analytics.  

To request a demonstration of any of our products please contact 

sales@iseekcorp.com, or call 515.296.4156. 
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